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This constitutes a call for technical papers and presentations.  
Of  particular interest are papers on relevant research, future capabilities, and 
novel ideas in technology applications of  unmanned systems in the areas of  
Counter UAV, ISR, Information Assurance, Knowledge Management/Data 
Management, or Non-Kinetic Strike. 
Please see  http://www.nps.edu/research/cruser/TechnicalContinuum.html




ONR and OPNAV N2/N6 will 
sponsor an upcoming CRUSER 
education symposium titled 
“Robo-Ethics: Rhetoric vs. 
Rea l i t y” in the Pentagon 
conference center on January 
25th and 26th .     Four 
independent two hour panels  will 
be offered discussing various 
aspects  of the legal, cultural and 
e t h i c a l i s s u e s  r e l a t e d t o 
unmanned system employment 
in warfare.   DoD employees are 
welcome to attend one, two, or 
all the panels  as their schedule 
permits.   This education symposium is  offered only to DoD employees.  
However, future similar symposia may be offered at NPS for the larger CRUSER 
CoI.  For more information about the panels, panelists  or to pre-register to attend 
any of  the panels: http://www.nps.edu/research/cruser/roboethics.html
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DIRECTOR’S CORNER
CRUSER is really about supporting the most important element of 
autonomous and remote piloted unmanned systems: people.  People 
design, build, test, produce and employ unmanned systems to conduct 
missions that ultimately affect other people.  We are pleased with the 
 -)*1#*)')*%+0+')&** &%#*.&-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
CRUSER community and hope your CRUSER relationship will enhance 
your productivity.   Let us know how we can do better! 




The Maneuver Battle Lab
by Major James Collins, Chief  Unmanned Systems
Maneuver Battle Lab
 The Maneuver Battle Lab (MBL) at the Maneuver 
Center of  Excellence (MCoE), Fort Benning, Georgia conducts live, 
virtual and constructive experiments and assessments on emerging 
technologies in an effort to inform requirements and provide the 
-/@N56B3@E7B6B63;=AB/2D/<1321/>/07:7B73AB=2343/BB=2/GMA
ever changing threats.  The Live Experimentation Branch has 
teams that focus on Soldier, Mounted, Battle Command, and 
Unmanned Systems.   
	 The MBL conducts many experiments and assessment 
B6@=C56B631=C@A3=4 B63G3/@	*E==4 B63@3=11C@@7<5@=0=B71
events that the MBL conducts are the Army Expeditionary Warfare 
experiment (AEWE) and the Robotics Rodeo.  Other technologies 
are presented to the MBL by various government agencies for 
3F>3@7;3<B/B7=</<2
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acquisition process.  Recent examples include Supervised 
Autonomy to Neutralize and Detect IEDs (SANDI), Redshirt and 
Expendable Unattended Ground Sensors (E-UGS).
AEWE
 The Army Expeditionary Warfare experiment (AEWE) is 
*(&MA>@7<17>/::7D3>@=B=BG>33F>3@7;3<B7A<=E7<7BA3756B6
year (Spiral H) of  an experiment campaign designed to enhance 




every 12-18 months and is conducted at the MCoE.  Typically, 
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Benning, Georgia.  TARDEC and the Joint Improvised Explosive 
Device Defeat Organization (JIEDDO) are collaborating in a call to 
industry for unmanned and robotic systems that can accomplish 
A>317N32B/1B71/:B/A9A2C@7<5B63@=23=/<2/@3>@3>/@324=@
additional assessment, development and possible rapid transition to 
overseas contingency operations.  Technologies that demonstrate 
AC4N173<B>=B3<B7/:E7::037<1:C2327<B63!=7<B@=C<2(=0=B71A
Integration Team (JGRIT) “Promising Research in Science and 
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technologies may also be selected for further experimentation and 
assessment.
SANDI/Redshirt
 The MBL recently assisted the Joint Improvised Explosive 
3D713343/B&@5/<7H/B7=<! 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technologies designed to defeat the VOIED threats and save lives.  
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techniques and procedures for the employment of  Supervised 
Autonomy to Neutralize and Detect IEDs (SANDI) and Redshirt 
technologies. The experiment replicated the mounted tactical 
;=D3;3<B=4 /A;/::;/<3CD3@C<7BE7B6)% =@(32A67@B7</
tactical environment that included VOIED threats and the 




assess system capability, develop CONOPs and TTPs, and assist 
E7B6B@/7<7<5>/19/53A	F>3<2/0:3+</BB3<232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(E-UGS) is currently in use in Operation Enduring Freedom and 
MBL personnel recently conducted an in-theater assessment (ITA).  
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and seismic sensors.  
	 Additional information on any of  the above topics can be 
obtained through the MBL Unmanned Systems Team.  MAJ James 
	=::7<Ajames.collins2@us.army.mil, Keith 
)7<5:3B=<		937B6	A7<5:3B=<	17D;/7:	;7:, or Tollie 
)B@=23!@			tollie.strode.ctr@mail.mil. 








Please contact Lisa Trawick at cruser@nps.edu 
if you are interested in writing a short article for 
a future newsletter.
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Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
By Mr Matt Weingart
#/E@3<13#7D3@;=@3%/B7=</:
Laboratory has a long history of  
performing transformative science 
and engineering for the U.S. Navy, 
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supported inception of  the Polaris program.  While threats have 
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competencies relevant to the naval mission set.  As a Federally Funded 




concepts, and then partnering to transition those into operational systems 









IOcean and Atmospheric Environment
IInformatics and Communications
IPayloads and Effects
Recognizing the critical importance of  unmanned systems to future 
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CRUSER partners in a continuing tradition of  conducting ground-
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Matt Weingart at E37<5/@B::<:	5=DE7B6723/A>@=>=A/:A=@?C3AB7=<A	
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CRUSER Wave - Where in the World?












Positioning System (GPS) and topographic maps to precisely hit their 
B/@53BA	 <B63C<23@E/B3@2=;/7</2D/<13A7<D3671:3B316<=:=5G
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cruise missile in the not too distant future. Using commonly available 





particular vessels to pass over and in effect becoming intelligent, self-
23>:=G7<5;7<3A	227B7=</::G>7>3:7<323B31B7=</<24=::=E7<5
capabilities have been developed for UUVs and could be used for 
offensive purposes. Given that a 21" UUV is large enough to carry a 
AC0AB/<B7/:3F>:=A7D3>/G:=/2/<2=B63@/AG;;3B@71B6@3/BAA75<7N1/<B
damage could be possible. In the US, there has been a debate regarding 
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have the resources and technological expertise to develop autonomous 
C<23@A3/E3/>=<A/<2;=@3/@3:793:GB=4=::=E/AB63B316<=:=5G
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develop the capability to detect and counter adversarial UUVs. The 
A=:CB7=<AE7:::793:G03/1=;07</B7=<=4 NF32A3<A=@A7<A3<A7B7D3
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missions but also able to anticipate, detect, and defeat potential 
1=C<B3@;3/AC@3A23>:=G32/5/7<ABB63;>=AA70:G7<1=::/0=@/B7=<E7B6
other platforms. 
Don Eickstedt works for iRobot but all opinions expressed in this article are his own 
and do not necessarily represent the position of  his employer.
Who can get a photo of the CRUSER wave in an 
interesting location or on the lapel of some notable?  
Send your photos to cruser@nps.edu
(see page 4 to find out where the CRUSER Wave is this month) 
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STUDENT RESEARCH:  IN-PROGRESS
LT JIMMY HARMON, USN, SURFACE WARFARE OFFICER
LT DYLAN ROSS, USN, SURFACE WARFARE OFFICER
NPS Students - Joint Command, Control, Communications, Computers, and Intelligence Systems
THESIS TITLE: Exploring the use of USVs, HAAs, and electronic smoke for the New Navy 
Fighting Machine in the South China Sea
THESIS ABSTRACT:
The following areas of interest are for the advancement of tactics of the New Navy Fighting Machine or 
existing SUW forces potentially tasked to the South China Sea.   An investigation of EW techniques from 
USVs in order to increase anti-ship missile defense (ASMD) capabilities. Discussion of the employment of 
#+)&% *$&"&-)2+&)*#*&&)	',)'&** %##0% %-*+ + &%&+,*&# +)+%
air airship technology as a means of scouting and communications networking.
CALENDAR 
OF EVENTS
The CRUSER Calendar of Events is 
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Thesis Topics from DoD Organizations
Does your DoD Organization have potential graduate 
thesis topics related to unmanned systems they would 
like NPS students to research?  https://wiki.nps.edu/
display/CRUSER/Potential+Thesis+Topics




and Experimentation (CENETIX) - http://cenetix.nps.edu/cenetix/.   As a philosopher of  
B316<=:=5GA637<D3AB75/B32B63/1BC/:2317A7=<;/97<5036/D7=@=4 ;7:7B/@G>3@A=<<3:7</
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Medical and Maritime Interdiction Operations experiments). 
 Such data contributes to the development of  concepts and theories in the project 
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approach, represented by, e.g., Don Ihde and Albert Borgmann in the philosophy of  
technology, can give meaningful insights into this question, because it focuses on the 
>AG16=:=571/:/A>31B=4 @3/:7BG7B23/:AE7B6B63@=:3=4 B316<=:=5G7<B63E/G6C;/<A
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and communicated across large distances, the properties of  the intermediate 
communication media in NEO may be of  particular relevance to the psychological impact 
B6/B;7:7B/@G/1B7=<A/<2B637@34431BA;/G6/D3=<B637<27D72C/:	*633FB3<BB=E6716
individuals experience a sense of  telepresence may thus be related to the sense of  control 




both these aspects, and also others, such as the physical aspects, the juridical aspect and the 
aspect of  belief  or trust (in this case: in technology-mediated information).
CRUSER Wave Answer
The CRUSER wave is at the Navy 
Memorial in Washington DC
